Wallpaper* Handmade is in its tenth year and emotions are running high. So overwhelmingly warm and fuzzy-feeling are we that this anniversary edition is a celebration of love in its infinite variety. Heart-swelling tools, tokens and totems of affection have been co-created by marrying the brightest and best designers, artists and architects with the finest craftsmen, makers and manufacturers. Let the power of love and mutual admiration light your fire, and prepare to be smitten and seduced by our one-off wonders:

— Elmgreen & Dragset and Georg Jensen’s cellphone slumber pod
— Chan + Eayrs, Sebastian Cox and American Hardwood Export Council’s blushing bar
— Hayon Studio and Caran d’Ache’s pastel people
— Germans Ermičs and Bang & Olufsen’s harmony machine
— Gustavo Martini and Testi’s love seat
— Paul Smith and Mercian’s bicycle ride for two

The exhibition at Milan’s Salone dei Tessuti will also feature desirable denim from Isko, uplifting upholstery from Sancal, Lara Bohinc’s celestial rugs for Kasthall, modular magnificence from USM, shapely furnishings from Lato x Lato, MUJI clutter-minimisers and, to mark his 90th birthday last year, music by legendary Italian composer Ennio Morricone – listen to the playlist at wlpr.co/wallpaperhandmadex.

Sarah Douglas, Wallpaper* editor-in-chief, says, ‘Ten years, 587 projects, 1,085 collaborators... Wallpaper* Handmade has curated and paired some of the finest creative talents and rising stars with the most outstanding makers and manufacturers. For this year’s love-themed exhibition we’ve produced our most imaginative collection of unique creations yet.’

The full story of each Handmade project, from first contact to finishing touches, will be told in the August issue of Wallpaper*, out 11 July.

About Wallpaper*
International, intelligent and influential, Wallpaper* is the world’s most important design and lifestyle magazine. Wallpaper* publishes 12 themed issues a year, with a limited-edition cover by a different artist or designer each month. Reaching 93 countries, a combined social media following of five million, and two million unique users per month on wallpaper.com, it has unparalleled influence among the design elite across the globe. Brand extensions including an in-house creative agency, an interior design service, a series of pocket City Guides, the online WallpaperSTORE* and the annual Handmade exhibition have further propelled Wallpaper* from style bible to internationally recognised brand.

wallpaper.com

Opening times
Press Preview:
9 April, 10am–12pm
Public:
9 April, 12–4pm
10–13 April, 10am–6pm
Wallpaper* Handmade X
Salone dei Tessuti
via San Gregorio 29
Milan

The Milan Preview issue of Wallpaper*, with a newsstand cover (left) featuring Olafur Eliasson’s ‘OE Quasi’ light for Louis Poulsen and a limited-edition cover (right) by the artist. On sale in Milan now and internationally from 11 April

For official press imagery, please go to wallpaper.com/press
For press enquiries contact press@wallpaper.com
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Projects and collaborators 2019

Across the Board mirror
Laura Lees and Another Brand

Amaranth
Lars Beller Fjetland and Bottega Ghianda

Aphrodite collection
Robin Grasby and Temmer

Arched centrepiece
Guglielmo Poletti and Arven

Blanket
Asylum and Turnbull & Asser

Blushing Bar
Chan + Eayrs, Sebastian Cox and American Hardwood Export Council

Bookcase
Gesa Hansen and Skagerak

Cabinet of Love
OEO Studio, Garde Hvalsoe, Bergmann Audio, Gato Audio and Dahlman 1807

Centres of Rotation
Kasper Kjeldgaard and Fritz Hansen

Clink coin holder
Brandon Yeo and Svenskt Tenn

Collector’s case
Lanzavecchia + Wai and Globe-Trotter

Compasso bench
Gustavo Martini and Testi

Console
Clara Yee and Da a

Constellations of Us vessels
Marine Julié and Rückl

Cupboard Love
Lekker and Zeitraum

Desert Shore lamp
Alighieri and Porta Romana

Dialogo salt and pepper mills
Charles Zana and Atelier François Pouenat

Drawing Collectible Toys
Hayon Studio and Caran d’Ache

Echo of Love lamp
Brendan Ravenhill Studio and Maison Intègre

Essenziale scent diffusers
Ilaria Bianchi, Ostens and Il Marmo

Family crystal titanium cutlery
Studio Word and Architectural Titanum

Forest of Theoretical Sex Toys
Douglas Coupland and Architectural Association School of Architecture

Imbrication pendant light
Charlotte Juillard and Vitra

Isla picnic set
Design Haus Liberty and Yerra

Joints woven rug
Studio Wieki Somers and Passamaneria Italiana

Kitchen sink system
OTOMOTO with Cosentino and Matheson Whiteley

Love handles
Anarchitect and Otzi London

Love letter opener
Castro Smith and Blenheim Forge

Love Rocker
Owen Bullett Studio and Heerenhuis

Love vases
Pete Pongsak and Espasso

Memento
Lai Chan and Kelham Island Concrete

Monolith table lamp
Paul Matter and Van Den Weghe

Pair of stools
Annelise Michelson and Pimar

PAL
Benjamin Hubert | Layer and Nio

Peep Show wallpapers
Michael Reynolds, Hoffman Creative, Flavor Paper and Tom of Finland Foundation

Phoenix
Farshad Farzankia and Brdr. Krüger

Skin Bricks
Sebastian Alberdi and Missana

Spin the Bottle cabinet
Hanne Enemark and Amorim

Tandem bike
Paul Smith and Mercian

The Agreement
Nick Ross and Antoine Architectural Finishes

The Bed
Elmgreen & Dragset and Georg Jensen

The Circle of Fifths
Germans Ermics and Bang & Olufsen

The Future of Love potions
Nadja Zerunian, Saint Charles Apothecary and Lobmeyr

The Ties that Bind ring series
Alexandra Jefferd and Smythson

Three Isles birdbaths
Teo Yang Studio and Huguet

Tower of X
Johnston Marklee, Smile Plastics and Materialise Creative Design

Treasure chest
Tiffany Loy and Alma Leather

Uniforms
Palmer/Harding and Volga Linen

Wallflower
Hans Tan and Ethimo

You Are Not Alone chocolates
Studio Frith and Coco Chocolatier